SETTING UP:
Use plenty of help to set up this heavy fountain.
Place the 7310 Base on a firm, prepared setting (grass or soil
is not recommended). Angle the exit groove underneath
toward your power supply or out of sight, as you prefer.
Set the 6620 Bowl on the 7310. Place the pump in the
bowl. Slide the pump cord down through the open hole
and pull out from under the 7310 toward your power
supply. Thread the larger adapter into the pump.
Then place the water tube on the barbs of that adapter
and clamp the tube to the adapter.
Thread the smaller adapter into the underside of the 5620. Screw
the Flexible Nozzle into the top reservoir of the 5620 as shown.
Place the Light Ring around the Flexible Nozzle by first slipping its
power cord down through the small hole next to the Flexible Nozzle.
(This hole can later be plugged with supplied caulk tape.) Guide the
power cord all the way down past the pump and through the hole which
the pump cord goes through, then out the bottom of the fountain. Then,
continue to hold the 5620 up while pushing the rubber stopper’s
slits around the two power cords (pump cord in the larger
stopper hole) – finally pushing the stopper tight into the hole in
the 6620’s floor. Now, with the help of others, gradually lower
the 5620 onto the 6620 … pushing the open end of the water tube
onto the barb underneath the 5620.
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Fill the bowl with water. Read your pump instructions. Plug in the pump to see the fountain work. If the pump does not immediately
push water there may be an “air lock”. Such an air lock can be removed easily by unplugging and re-plugging the pump a few times.
IMPORTANT – WINTER CARE
Winter ice build-up can cause damage to concrete statuary. Follow these tips to reduce winter weathering to your fountain:
* Disconnect power to pumps and lights.
* Remove plugs / stoppers in all fountain bowls to open drains and let all moisture out. Keep drains open throughout winter.
* Place an absorbant material like burlap, blankets, etc. inside vases/bowls and cover all with a Henri fountain cover.
* Do not allow snow or ice to build up on or against the concrete. Remove snow before it turns to ice. Do not use antifreeze,
salt or chemical ice removers as these may damage concrete.
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Caution: The use of Chlorine or Chlorine Bleach or water
coloring additives may damage the finish of your fountain.

